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Youre A Big Sister
A new big sister is excited for all the fun adventures
that she and her younger sibling will experience
together. As her imagination reveals the wild,
enjoyable moments they will share, she also reflects
on the positive influences she will have on her new
sibling. This short rhyming story, along with its
creative illustrations, offers young readers a fun,
imaginative journey into the world of being a big
sister.
This big sister coloring workbook features unicorns
and mermaids. It is a great way to make little girls
feel special as they become big sisters. The book
contains 25 Single sided images to practice coloring,
and line framed back of each page for drawing or
sketching. It is a Must Have New Baby Coloring
Book for New Big Sisters ! Includes: Single sided
images and pages so that the artists crayons,
coloring pencils or markers will not bleed through.
Line framed back of each page for drawing or
sketching. Large size - 8.5" x 11". Good Quality
white paper. Matte Finish Cover for an elegant look
and feel. Buy today, if you are looking for a great gift
for your nieces, daughters or granddaughters to
prepare for the arrival of their new sibling!!
Older sisters describe what they can do compared to
their baby sisters.
Follows a young boy as he helps to care for the new
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baby in his family.
Big Sister always gets to do things first, but Little
Sister can do things just as well.
Ellie is excited about becoming a big sister when her
parents bring home a new baby.
Describes all the feelings an older brother or sister
might have when a new baby boy enters the family.
On board pages.
You're The Biggest is a delightful book for a new
sibling celebrating their role as the biggest following
the arrival of a new baby.The story follows two
charming foxes, on a colourful journey, discovering
the unique role of an older sibling. Beautifully
illustrated in full colour this book is hard backed with
cheerful end papers.With space for you to write a
personal message in the front this book is a
wonderful keepsake and makes the perfect gift for a
child on the arrival of their new brother or sister.Our
Welcome To The World book complements this title
and makes the perfect gift for the new baby.Ethically
produced from sustainable sources.Made with love,
from you to me.
Pirate Pete I'm a New Big Brother is a sound book
describing the excitement and fun of having a new
sibling and becoming a brother. The simple text and
colourful illustrations will help little boys understand what
happens when a new baby joins the family and how
lovely it is to be a big brother. This book is part of
Ladybird's successful Pirate Pete and Princess Polly
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series, and is the perfect companion to Pirate Pete's
Potty book.
When you're a big sister, you do a lot of things.
Teaching, having fun, playing games and I'm still not
done! Touching watercolor illustrations and delightful
rhymes show readers exactly what is at the core of a
relationship between siblings. LOVE. Sisters play
pretend and dress up! Sisters skip down sidewalks and
play with dolls ! Sisters help when there's trouble, and
there is definitely going to be trouble! Sisterhood is a
special relationship to be cherished, talked about and
valued. What does being a big sister really mean? 'It
means I'll be the best friend that you've ever seen.' Get it
NOW and help your child appreciate the power of the
sisterly bond.
This book is for the older sibling expecting a new
addition to the family. It lets them know that while things
will change, they are still going to be loved very much,
will still be a very important member of the family, and
may even like their little brother or sister.
They were the most famous women in China. As the
country battled through a hundred years of wars,
revolutions and seismic transformations, the three Soong
sisters from Shanghai were at the center of power, and
each of them left an indelible mark on history. Red
Sister, Ching-ling, married the 'Father of China', Sun Yatsen, and rose to be Mao's vice-chair. Little Sister, Mayling, became Madame Chiang Kai-shek, first lady of preCommunist Nationalist China and a major political figure
in her own right. Big Sister, Ei-ling, became Chiang's
unofficial main adviser - and made herself one of China's
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richest women. Big Sister, Little Sister, Red Sister is a
gripping story of love, war, intrigue, bravery, glamour and
betrayal, which takes us on a sweeping journey from
Canton to Hawaii to New York, from exiles' quarters in
Japan and Berlin to secret meeting rooms in Moscow,
and from the compounds of the Communist elite in
Beijing to the corridors of power in democratic Taiwan. In
a group biography that is by turns intimate and epic,
Jung Chang reveals the lives of three extraordinary
women who helped shape twentieth-century China.
Olivia explains what being a big sister is all about in this
storybook with stickers that’s perfect for older siblings!
Olivia loves being a big sister to her brothers, Ian and
William, and she’s sharing her favorite tips for older
sibings in this funny guidebook. Everyone’s favorite pig
gives humorous advice on how to help Mom with the
stroller, how to help the baby sleep, how to share toys,
and more. Includes a special treat for big siblings: a
sheet of Olivia stickers! OLIVIA™ Ian Falconer Ink
Unlimited, Inc. and © 2014 Ian Falconer and Classic
Media, LLC
With an author's note about what big siblings need—extra
guidance, reassurance, love—and sweet, engaging
artwork, it's no wonder that nearly 4 million families have
chosen I’m a Big Sister and its companion book, I’m a
Big Brother, to prepare their young ones for their first big
transition. "Someone new is at our house," begins this
loving, reassuring celebration of brotherhood from
trusted author Joanna Cole. Told through the eyes of a
new older sister, this simple story lays out all the good
things about being an older sibling, and just how exciting
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welcoming a new member to the family can be.
Sam's mommy is pregnant and Sam is going to be a big
brother. In this story Sam learns about preparing for the
new baby's arrival and what it truly means to be a big
brother.
Ellie Jane Olsen is going to be a big sister. She diligently
helps her family prepare for their new baby, she helps
daddy build the crib, she helps mommy with the
shopping. After their baby arrives, Ellie Jane Olsen loves
helping to care for her new baby.

A baby sister is on the way! Older siblings will love
this board book primer on how to receive their new
addition. A baby sister is joining the family! That’s
great news, but older siblings may be a bit uncertain.
Fortunately for them, this rhyming board book
addresses what to expect: “Your sister will drool.
She will smell. She will scream. She just might pull
your hair. She’ll do things that seem mean.” The
text, accompanied by irresistible art from renowned
illustrator Sam Williams, also explains how older kids
can be role models to their new little sister: “You can
be her first teacher. Show her things that you know.
Give her patience and love, she’s just starting to
grow.” At the back of the book, there’s even
designated space for older siblings to write about
their new baby sister. This book is a great gift for the
new big brother or big sister to be! And a great gift
for parents, too! Sam Williams’s Baby Cakes has
sold more than 65,000 copies!
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A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK
"An intense psychological drama that will be
embraced by serious book clubs and fans of Lionel
Shriver's We Need to Talk about Kevin." —Kristin
Hannah, #1 New York Times bestselling author "A
poetic, propulsive read that set my nerves jangling."
—Lisa Jewell, #1 New York Times bestselling author
of Then She Was Gone A tense, page-turning
psychological drama about the making and breaking
of a family—and a woman whose experience of
motherhood is nothing at all what she hoped for—and
everything she feared Blythe Connor is determined
that she will be the warm, comforting mother to her
new baby Violet that she herself never had. But in
the thick of motherhood's exhausting early days,
Blythe becomes convinced that something is wrong
with her daughter—she doesn't behave like most
children do. Or is it all in Blythe's head? Her
husband, Fox, says she's imagining things. The
more Fox dismisses her fears, the more Blythe
begins to question her own sanity, and the more we
begin to question what Blythe is telling us about her
life as well. Then their son Sam is born—and with
him, Blythe has the blissful connection she'd always
imagined with her child. Even Violet seems to love
her little brother. But when life as they know it is
changed in an instant, the devastating fall-out forces
Blythe to face the truth. The Push is a tour de force
you will read in a sitting, an utterly immersive novel
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that will challenge everything you think you know
about motherhood, about what we owe our children,
and what it feels like when women are not believed.
Older brothers describe what they can do compared
to their baby brothers or sisters.
"A little girl gets used to sharing her parents with her
baby brother and realizes there are some benefits to
being a big sister now. Includes a Note to
parents"--Provided by publisher.
The New York Times praised this best-selling picture
book as "adorable, original, well-illustrated and
fabulous." In this first book in the How-To Series
(which includes How To Get Married and How to Get
a Job), the know-it-all big sister narrator tells it like it
is: When you're a baby you don't read books. You
eat them. You don't know how old you are, or even if
you're a boy or a girl. And you have to keep a special
plug in your mouth to stop your scream from coming
out. But one day, you won't be little anymore, and
then you'll be taller and smarter, and actually quite
clever. Like the narrator. And you'll be able to share
memories of what it was like when you were little
with your incredible Big Sister.
You're a Big SisterSourcebooks Jabberwocky
Siblings never get to tell their side of the story (or so
it seems). Complete with a unique flip format and
Rocio Bonilla's vivacious illustrations that tell each
sibling's story, this clever take on sibling rivalry
shares two life lessons: sometimes it takes a sibling
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sharing their side of the story to realize how much
they appreciate their other half; and it definitely helps
to have someone on your side when a new baby
arrives!
Give your big sister a personalized gift she'll love!
Your sister will treasure this fill in the blank book.
Prompts on the right side are easy to fill in for kids
and adults. Pages on the left can be remain blank or
can be used for photos, stickers, magazine cut-outs,
or drawings. Your sister will appreciate that you
spent the time to make her a loving gift! Simple and
sweet prompts will make filling out this book easy:
You are better than a _________ You taught me
how to _________ I remember when we _______
And many more! (There are 22 total; enough to
make a nice book, but not too many to make it hard
to fill out) This personalized book will take less than
an hour to fill out but will show your bis sister how
much you appreciate her! Order today to give your
big sis a gift she'll always remember!
Your going to be a big sister - That's so lucky for you!
Babies love their big sisters and all of the things they do.
Help any new big sister work through what to expect
when the new baby arrives, and reassure her that
although things will change, they will only change for the
better!
If I could keep you little, I'd keep you close to me. But
then I'd miss you growing into who you're meant to be! If
I Could Keep You Little speaks straight to every parent's
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heart, exploring the powerful feeling of wanting your child
to grow up while savoring every moment. Sure to
become a new favorite, this book showcases
author/illustrator Marianne Richmond's ability to
beautifully illustrate the complex emotions we all have.
Big sisters may not know how to feel about the new little
one appearing in their families, but this happy book
shows them all of the cool ways in which a baby will
change their lives -- and how they themselves will get to
grow and do new things. A baby brings changes for the
entire family - some unexpected, some confusing, some
exciting - and all a wonderful adventure! An endearing
story, YOU'RE A BIG SISTER r brings home the best
parts of an expanding family.You did the same thingsas
a new baby, too.Now you're our big girlWith lots you can
do!You're a wonderful helper,and new diaper bringer.Toe
tickler, nose kisserAnd lullabye singer.
Mom and Dad told me I am going to be a big sister. "No
thanks," I said. "We already have me." Becoming a big
sister is a big change. New babies need lots of attention
even though they don't do very much when they're little.
But after all the eating, sleeping, and going potty, babies
need their big sisters! Beloved bestselling author and
illustrator Marianne Richmond shares the humorous
journey-and joyful ending-of one child's experience that'll
resonate with the little girl in your life. Big Sister is a new
classic that's sure to bring together the sister-to-be and
the whole expanding family!
Share the joys of becoming a big brother!With the arrival
of a new baby comes many transitions, and big brothers
may need a little extra tender loving care to adjust to a
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new family situation. This sweet story with adorable
toddler illustrations by Caroline Jayne Church is just right
to share with and prepare an older brother getting ready
for an expanding family.
Little Miss will be a big sis. . . . In the perfect follow-up to
Plant a Kiss, Little Miss anticipates the momentous
arrival of a new baby . . . and then experiences the
wonders of being a big sis. New York Times bestselling
team Amy Krouse Rosenthal and Peter H. Reynolds
have created a one-of-a-kind ode to the bestest big
sisters everywhere.
Get to know what it means to be a sibling from Charlie
Brown in this 8x8 Peanuts storybook! It’s hard to
imagine Charlie Brown without his sister, Sally. When
she was born, Charlie Brown was so overcome with joy
that he told his friends, “I’m a father!” instead of saying
he was a big brother! Soon he helps push her in the
stroller, Linus teaches her how to hold a blanket, and
Snoopy tags along as she crawls around the house! Best
of all, Charlie Brown loves his sister no matter what.
That’s what being a big sibling is all about! © 2017
Peanuts Worldwide LLC
When a young boy finds out that he is going to be a big
brother, at first he doesn't like the idea, or the changes
that his mom is going through, but he eventually warms
up to the situation when he sees the baby on ultrasound.

Growing up can be tough, and sometimes you just
need a big sister to help you through it. In Believe in
You, the six Cimorelli sisters share their experiences
and accumulated wisdom on everything from dating
and friendship to faithPage
and
family. As Christina,
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Katherine, Lisa, Amy, Lauren and Dani tour the
world with their music and read their social media
messages, they meet and hear from thousands of
girls sharing their hearts. Now, in Be URself, the
sisters are connecting with young women who have
the same concerns. The teen years may be difficult,
confusing, awkward and scary, but it's a lot better
when you have someone to go to for advice and
some positive, encouraging words. Reading Believe
in You is like receiving a big hug and the assurance
that you never, ever have to try to change who you
genuinely are to be like someone else. You are
amazing and unique!
Help any big brother work through what to expect
when the new baby arrives, and reassure him that
although things will change, they will only change for
the better!
Now I'm Growing?: Helps both parents and children
as they take on the many steps, challenges and
changes that go hand in hand with little kids
becoming biger kids. With contemporary art and
child friendly stories, these books provide a fresh
approach to growing up! Perfect for any new big
sister, this endearing book addresses the excitementand concern-a new baby can bring to an older sister.
The simple, lighthearted story and whimsical
illustration help a big sister adjust to the changes
and understand that her importance hasn't changed
a bit!
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This delightful board book by renowned authorillustrator team Laura Numeroff and Lynn Munsinger
celebrates all the wonderful things brothers can do!
Brothers can push you on a swing, make music with
you, and take you to the library. But what do brothers
do best? The answer is clear in this appealing board
book, celebrating brothers and the everyday things
they do.
André is ecstatic about becoming a big brother. But
upon the arrival of the new baby, he quickly learns
that being an older sibling is both wonderful and
confusing at the same time. Join André as he adjusts
to life as a new big brother. This sweet story
explores family life through the eyes and heart of a
child.
"In 1963, thirteen-year-old Arthur is sentenced to
community service helping the neighborhood Junk
Man after he throws a brick at the old man's head in
a moment of rage, but the junk he collects might be
more important than he suspects. Inspired by the
work of American folk artist James Hampton"-Copyright: 9d8825de244237b49a483c7f31cec54a
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